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assange had been
released on bail in proceedings;
he was under a duty to
surrender to the custody of
the court and he failed to
surrender at the appointed
time for him to do so. therefore
a warrant stands
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Wikileaks
founder Julian
Assange claimed
political asylum
at the ecuadorian
embassy in
london in june
2012 and has
been there ever
since. here’s
a breakdown
of all the legal
and diplomatic
wranglings:

TUESdAy

— aaron Watkins, attorney for the
Crown Prosecution service
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August 2010
an arrest
warrant is
issued over
allegations
of rape and
molestation
in sweden

November
interpol
puts
out an
international
arrest
warrant in
the case

4

December
assange is
remanded
in custody
after an
extradition
hearing in
london

February
2011
Extradition
request from
sweden is
granted. he
vows to fight
the ruling

5

November
assange
loses a
High
Court
appeal
against his
extradition

6

7

May 2012
Supreme
Court
upholds the
decision
and says the
extradition is
lawful

June 19, 2012
Assange enters
Ecuadorian
embassy
in london
and requests
political
asylum
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August 16,
2012
ecuador
grants
the
asylum
request to
Assange

9

10

11

May 19, 2017
sweden
decideds
to drop
the
rape
investigation
against him

January 26,
2018
assange
asks a british
judge to
drop the
2012 arrest
warrant

February 6,
2018
assange
loses bid to
get British
arrest
warrant
dropped
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One-year Uae visa fOr war-hit expats

nAnO Edit

Economy benefits
Humanitarian visas for people
from countries gripped by
war and affected by natural
disasters show the UAE
cares at the core. This may
be a country of myriad
opportunities, of talent and
innovation, but what use is all
the knowledge in the world
if you cannot show your
human side which the UAE
has displayed? Such visas for
people from distressed lands
will open up the job sector and
make it more diverse.
nAtiOn

P4

Expat teachers not
taking Emirati jobs

sarwat Nasir
dubai — Residents who have escaped war in their country and are
currently living illegally in the UAE
will be granted a one-year residency
visa, it was announced on Monday.
According to a resolution adopted by the UAE Cabinet, citizens of
affected countries will be granted
an extendable one-year permit —
“regardless of their condition of
residence” — from August 1 to October 31 this year. They will also be
exempt from any imposed fines.
The Cabinet, chaired by His
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE
and Ruler of Dubai, said the decision is part of the UAE’s ongoing
efforts to help those in need around
the world. It would strengthen the
country’s position “as an incubator
of all nationalities, acting as a second homeland” for them.
It is also a part of the country’s

one child of mine
hasn’t been going to
school because of our
illegal status. a lot of
things stop when we don’t
have a legal status — we
can’t rent a house, we
can’t buy a sim card and
our kids can’t go to school.
it becomes very hard to
live like a normal person

> 115,000

number of Syrians
lived and worked
in the UAE before
the crisis

> 123,000
number of
Syrian who
might have been
welcomed since
the war

> 15,000

Waleed al sharif, a syrian expat

number of
Syrian refugees
UAE plans
to take by 2021

“principles and responsibilities” as
an active supporter of international peace and stability to support
the most vulnerable people of the
world, especially in the Arab and
the GCC region.
The resolution is a part of a series of announcements made this
month, which mostly focused on
immigration reforms. Illegal residents in Ajman, who have escaped

> 5M

number of
Syrian refugees
who have fled
abroad

> 6.6M
number of
internally
displaced
Syrians

TURN To PaGe 3

intErnAtiOnAl

Your days are numbered, so
surrender, UAE tells Houthis

will eGyPT weave

salah MaGic?

P18

WHO: Video gaming
addictive like crack

mohamed salah, the 26-year-old egyptian
striker, who has scored 44 goals in a
sensational first season for liverpool, is keen
to make his debut after
missing the Pharaohs’
1-0 opening game loss to
uruguay with a shoulder
injury. but Russian coach
stanislav Cherchesov says the World Cup
hosts have figured out a way to rein salah
in saint Petersburg today. “We are ready
to stop salah and we will.”
BOrn
JUnE 15

Ocean’s 8 is set to
hit UAE screens

sherouk Zakaria
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dubai — To avoid prolonging the
Yemeni war for years, Houthi rebels must withdraw their forces
“unconditionally” from Hodeida,
a UAE minister said on Monday.
Speaking during a media
briefing in Dubai, Dr Anwar
Mohammed Gargash, UAE
Minister of State for Foreign
Affairs, said the Arab coalition’s operation to liberate
the Yemeni port city of Hodeida is facilitating a political process with caution, to
prevent harm to civilians.
Dr Gargash said the situation in
Hodeida is challenging, given its
fragile humanitarian nature.
“The campaign we are leading
isn’t an easy task not only for mili-

our success in
liberating hodeida
will constitute a major
strategic shift in favour
of peace. our current
advance is methodical &
designed to succeed in a
rather fragile situation

dr anwar Mohammed Gargash,
uae minister of state for Foreign affairs

tary but also for the humanitarian
condition. I want to stress that the
solution to Yemen is political and
UN-driven — a Yemeni-Yemeni
dialogue. Our strategy as a coalition is to prevent Iran from creating militias, ensure ballistic missiles are controlled and eliminate
Al Qaeda,” said Gargash.
He said that the strategic goal is to

end this war. “And we cannot accept
that this war will continue for another two-three years just because
Houthi militias have control over
Hodeida,” said Gargash.
“We are moving forward and we
will achieve our goals, but we won’t
be pulled into an ugly fight that can
TURN To PaGe 9; see ediT

celebrating Mexican fans
set off earthquake sensors
exican football fans
M
jumping in jubilation are
believed to have caused a minor

Belgium blank
Panama 3-0
VidEO

How Fifa World Cup
affects work in UAE

earthquake as they celebrated
their team’s shock win over
Germany at the World Cup,
media report said.
tremors were recorded
in mexico City after hirving
lozano fired the winning
goal past German goalkeeper
manuel neuer in Russia,
according to seismic
monitoring agency simmsa.
“the earthquake detected
in mexico City originated
artificially,” sky news quoted the

bit.ly/FifaWorkimpact

mexican engineering and mining
firm as saying. “Possibly by
massive jumps during the goal of
mexico in the World Cup.”
the institute of Geological and
atmospheric investigations also
said highly sensitive earthquake
sensors registered tremors at
two sites in mexico City, seven
seconds after the game’s 35th
minute, when lozano scored.
Fans waving mexican flags
and wearing “sombrero” hats,
gathered at the iconic angel of
independence monument in
downtown mexico City, to watch
the match on on a giant screen.

see sPoRT

Trump’s space army is
for real, no Twitter jibe

Today’s
MaTches
Colombia
vs Japan
4 Pm
uae time

Poland vs
Senegal
7 Pm
russia vs
Egypt
10 Pm

aed
5.25

india
PaKistan
oman
bahRain

Rs 90
Rs 150
Ro 0.500
bd 0.500

see sport
for extensive World Cup coverage
For live updates, visit
www.khaleejtimes.com/sport

washington — US President
Donald Trump on Monday ordered the Pentagon to create a
new US ‘Space Force’, which
would become the sixth branch of
the American military but which
requires Congressional approval
to take effect.
“I’m hereby directing the Department of Defense and Pentagon
to immediately begin the process
necessary to establish a Space Force
as the sixth branch of the armed
forces,” Trump said. “We are going
to have the Air Force, and we are
going to have the Space Force, separate but equal,” he added.
Details about the role and timing of any new space force were
not immediately clear.
However, the creation of a new
branch of the military cannot happen from one day to the next, as

Kt APP UAE’s highest rated
and only all-in-one news app
[1432656]

rEACHing FOr tHE SKy:
trump shows off the Space
Policy directive after signing it
on monday. — AP
Congress would have to pass a law
authorising it first.
Trump has previously supported
the idea of creating a sixth branch
of the armed forces, adding to the
US Army, Air Force, Marines, Navy
and Coast Guard. — AFP
see PaGe 16
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Prayer
Timings

3

N AT I O N
Fajr

Shuruq

Zuhr

aSr

Maghrib

iSha

3:59

5:26

12:23

15:45

19:15

20:41

Add four minutes for Abu Dhabi, deduct four minutes for Ras Al Khaimah and six minutes for Fujairah.

Check prayer
timings on the go
Log on to khaleejtimes.com to
know the latest prayer timings
from around the world.
bit.ly/UAEPrayerTime

UAE gears up for drive to regularise illegals
abu dhabi — As part of the UAE
Cabinet’s decision to grant those
who are overstaying their visas
and residing illegally in the country a grace period to amend their
status, the Federal Authority for
Identity and Naturalisation (FAIN)
is gearing up to launch an initiative
themed ‘Protect yourself by
amending your visa status’.
Ali Mohamed bin Hamaad Al
Shamsi, Chairman of the board of
the FAIN, praised the Cabinet decisions, which include an array of
new legislative facilitations to revise the current residence scheme.
The new rules aim at making it
easy for those who are willing to
stay in the country as well as jobseekers, and grant the residency
rule violators a grace period to settle their position or leave the country without bearing any legal consequences or fines.
“The decision consolidates the
country’s economic competitiveness and makes it a more attractive destination to a great extent.
It would boost the country’s position as one of the best countries in
the world in terms of provision of
modest life for those seeking social and economical stability,” Al
Shamsi added.
He noted that the decision will
be a driver for investment in the
country and will be attracting
skilled people and experts who
are willing to realise their
dreams here.
The decision, he said, will have
limitless positive impact on all
economic, social and security areas in the UAE.
Brigadier Saeed Rakaan Al
Rashidi, acting director-general for

Missing this
precious opportunity will
subject a visa violator to
the legal consequences,
including pursuit and
tracking by the law
enforcement officers.”

Brigadier Saeed Rakaan Al
Rashidi, acting director-general for

foreigner’s affairs and ports at the FAIN

The decision
consolidates the
country’s economic
competitiveness
and makes it a more
attractive destination to
a great extent.”
Ali Mohamed bin Hamaad Al
Shamsi, Chairman of the board of the FAIN
foreigner’s affairs and ports at
FAIN, stressed the full preparedness of the authority to implement
the decisions made by the Cabinet
in this regard. He said the authority
will work constantly and roundthe-clock to finish all the procedures and legal and administrative
aspects that are required to implement the decision.
“The initiative will achieve lots
of positive results in curbing the
phenomenon of visa rule violators
who overstay in the country, and
will enable everybody living illegally in the country to amend
their visa status so that he or she
could stay peacefully in a country
that is blessed with safety and security and known for respecting

The new initiative to regularise illegals is totally different from previous similar initiatives. Under the new drive, a violator can amend the
visa status and take up a job without leaving the country. — File photo
human rights,” Al Rashidi added.
Under this grace period, the
details of which will be announced within weeks, a visa violator who turn up voluntarily will
be able to leave the country against
no fees. They will be exempted
from any fines and if wanted, they
can amend their visa status in re-

Brig Al Rashidi called upon all
violators of the residence visa and
sponsors to be keen to take the advantage of the limited grace period
given to amend their visa.
He highlighted that this initiative is totally different from any
previous similar initiatives because now once a visa violator

amends the visa status, he or she
can take up a job without leaving
the country.
“Missing this precious opportunity will subject a visa violator to
the legal consequences, including
pursuit and tracking by the law enforcement officers after expiry of
the deadline,” he noted. — Wam

Zen Tower fire erupted from
a piece of furniture in flat 104
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One-year
UAE visa
for war
refugees
war in Syria, have expressed joy
over the news that will legalise
their visa status in the country.
Waleed Al Sharif, a Syrian expat in Ajman who has two children living illegally in the country, said gaining a legal status
would fix his family’s lives. His
children moved here with their
mother three years ago from
Syria after Daesh had taken
over their home.
“One child of mine hasn’t
been going to school because of
our illegal status. A lot of things
stop when we don’t have a legal
status — we can’t rent a house,
we can’t buy a SIM card and our
kids can’t go to school. It becomes very hard to live like a
normal person,” Al Sharif told
Khaleej Times. “When my chil-

turn for a trivial fee. Those absconded their sponsors can also
leave the country without getting a
ban stamp. However, those who
entered the country illegally
through areas other than the official ports will be allowed to leave
the country, but will get an entry
ban for two years.

Amira Agarib

Young Syrian refugees return to their shelters with water, at the
Fayda settlement in the Bekaa Valley, Lebanon. — File photo
dren get the visa, they will come
out of their depressive state and
get their lives back to normal.”
Another Syrian expat, Yasir
Hassan, his wife and three children have been living illegally in
Ajman for nearly five years. Hassan’s children aged between 12
and 19 years hadn’t been going to
school due to their illegal status.
He was forced to escape from
his hometown in Jarabulus, Syria, after his home was destroyed. After coming to the
UAE on a visit visa, Hassan and
his family continued to stay on

illegally due to their ability to
pay off bills. Going back to Syria
seemed a dangerous option for
them and obtaining a UAE visa
was too costly for them.
“If we get the visa, this will
completely change the way we
are living now. Once we are legal, I can at least get a job, pay
rent on time and send my kids
to school,” he said. “It’s a very
good news for me and the other
people living here illegally due
to their inability to live in their
own countries due to the war.”
sarwat@khaleejtimes.com

dubai — The fire that raged through
the Zen Tower in Dubai Marina last
month erupted in a piece of furniture
of flat number 104, investigations by
the Dubai Police have revealed. A
top official said a forensic report revealed that the fire spread quickly
across the furniture and other flammable materials in the flat.
The strong winds on the day
fanned the blaze to the upper floors
quickly. Fifteen floors of the building were damaged in the blaze that
broke out on the morning of May
13, leaving several residents homeless. According to the forensic report, 16 flats were gutted, with
most of the damage reported in the
first five floors.
The fire may have been caused
by a heat source due to a defect in
the electric circuit or a fault in the
lighting system or the heater in the
flat. Another likely cause was a lit
cigarette butt discarded carelessly.

Fifteen floors of the building were damaged in the blaze that broke
out on the morning of May 13. — File photo
Major-General Khalil Ibrahim Al
Mansouri, assistant commander-inchief of the Dubai Police for criminal investigation, said the police
were notified about the fire at
10.30pm. Despite the strong winds

and dusty conditions, the civil defence managed to get the blaze under control after 45 minutes. The
fire damaged flats, shops and cars
in the building.
amira@khaleejtimes.com

Kerala launches registration for savings scheme for NRKs
Keralites (NRK) are our strength and
hold Kerala close to their hearts.
However, majority of them are not
well-off and are making a living
abu dhabi — A new savings
> Just give a missed call to
through hard work. If they lose their
scheme designed for Keralites
04-8189669 (for UAE only);
jobs then very soon they slip into fiworking abroad was launched by
> Whatsapp Number:
nancial crisis. It was then we thought
the government supported author+91 9447097907 or SMS KSFE
of making NRKs a part of KSFE. It
ity Kerala State Financial Enterto 3707 (for UAE only)
will be a big investment source for
prises Limited (KSFE) on Monday.
> The helpline number
the state government and will also
The scheme is expected to make a
91-471-6661888 (6.30 am to
help them. This can be very benefibig leap in terms of investment op6.30 pm UAE)
cial for those having small income in
portunities and infrastructure dethe Gulf. I am hopeful all NRKs will
velopment in the southern state of
“Kerala remains on the back foot take part in the scheme,” said the
Kerala, India.
Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi in terms of financial muscle needed chief minister urging the NRKs to
Vijayan started the online registra- to fund development projects. Usu- join the scheme.
State Finance Minister Dr TM
tion process for KSFE Pravasi Chit- ally a government uses money alty at a function held in state capital located through state budget and Thomas Isaac said the KSFE Pravaof Thiruvananthapuram. In the loan. However, these measures si Chitty is an attractive investment
first phase, registrations will be were not enough to realise our pres- offer for the NRKs.
“We will ensure that the returns
available for Keralites in the UAE ent requirements,” said Vijayan.
The state government has am- from the scheme will be better than
and will be later extended to other
countries. A formal event is also bitious plan of Rs500 billion the fixed deposits. There are also
due to happen in the UAE in Au- worth developmental projects and benefits like insurance and pension
gust. The registration process can aims to raise Rs100 billion out of facilities. We hope all NRKs will Pinarayi Vijayan, Dr TM Thomas Isaac and Ashraf Thamarassery during the launch of the online
be done by logging onto www. the chit fund scheme. Funds from contribute an amount from their registration process for KSFE Pravasi Chitty in Thiruvananthapuram on Monday.
the scheme will be invested in savings into this attractive scheme.
pravasi.ksfe.com.
The first online registration pro- bonds of Kerala Infrastructure In- We are expecting a good response.
cess was completed by the UAE- vestment Fund Board (KIIFB), Interested people can register
This can be very
FEATURES OF ThE SChEME
based social worker Ashraf Thama- which is a government institution through a valid email ID, job details beneficial for those
bidding process
> Internet- and mobilerassery, followed by Naveen to mobilise funds for the develop- and address details. The process to
having small income
> Integrated chat-bot, e-mail,
based chits
enrol subscribers will be launched
Kumar, who had won an online mental projects.
SMS, social media support
> Android mobile app
“There is a need to bring money by the chief minister in the UAE in in the Gulf. I am hopeful
contest for the scheme.
all NRKs will take part
> 24X7 contact centre for cus> Online chit selection
This is for the first time in the into KIIFB and that is how the con- first-half of August.”
tomer support
> Online installment remittance
Leaders from all major political in the scheme.”
history of the state that customers cept of KSFE Pravasi scheme
> Application security tested as
> Online auction
can join a chitty scheme, remit evolved. The helpline number is parties in Kerala were present on
per international standards
> Safe, secure and transparent
monthly installments and partici- +91-471-6661888 (6.30am to the dais for the function.
Pinarayi Vijayan,
ashwani@khaleejtimes.com
6.30pm UAE time). Non-resident
pate in an auction online.
Chief Minister, Kerala
Ashwani Kumar
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